On behalf of the LIFE at UCF Life Team, Clint and I would like to thank all of you that donated to the 2020 TOYS FOR TOTS campaign. Although this year was “different” – our LIFE members pulled through. We had members donate through the Orange County TOYS FOR TOTS Web page; checks were sent to me and we brought them to the Marines at the Orange County campaign site; and many toys were dropped in Toys for Tots boxes both on campus and around town in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties. As Joshua “JJ” Johnson, Veterans Academic Resource Center at UCF stated, “most of the Toys dropped off were from LIFE Members”! We believe that over $2000 was donated in checks and on-line. The Orange County distribution center served around 12,000 pre-_registers kids. Each gift was place in an opaque bag, and cars drove up (in previous years kids could go inside the warehouse and select the gifts). It was distributed seamlessly… but was so much more preparation for the Marines and volunteers.

Thank you --- Thank you --- Thank you
Janice and Clint Buczkowski
LIFE Members
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Clint at distribution center handing donations to
Sgt. Fernando Martinez and MSgt. Victor Perez